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Haydn and Erica Andrews with their daughters Lara Warnecke and Taylah in the dickie seat of their 1928 Ford A RoadsterIt was a chilly ride but lots of fun at the 2015 KL Cavalcade of cars
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TIME IS RUNNING OUT FOR
MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
AND LOG BOOK SIGNING
Hello,
With another MAPS year passing so
quickly, it will soon be time for the
AGM on Thursday 2nd of July.
That is one day after the date due for
renewal of the club subscriptions.
To those who do not have a car on
the CHRS scheme via MAPS, it’s easy- send your renewal
form and payment to the Treasurer, Joan Correll at PO
BOX 4 Minlaton 5575.
If you need top do a bank transfer, call Joan on 08 88
532004 for the details.
Alternatively come along to the MAPS event on June 21st as
detailed in the May newsletter, or pay at the AGM
If you have a vehicle on the CHRS via MAPS, however,
you’ll need your renewal form, payment, log
books, witnessed and signed stat dec. . Processing of these
will be done from 12.30 Pm at the club room , Maitland.
Alternatively, follow the instructions on the Subs Renewal
document mailed to all members and again emailed to those
who have not paid their subs to date
Note that your stat dec. must be signed and witnessed, as
there may not be a JP present. Joan, our resident JP has some
transport issue at present and President Trevor Clerke, also a
JP will be heading back from his trip up north

Minutes of the General Meeting Held at the Chatt Centre, Maitland
On the 4th of June at 8.00pm.
1. Welcome :
The chairman, Bronte Giesecke welcomed all members to the meeting and a special welcome to the guest speaker, Arlene
Mack.
2. Present:
As per the Attendance Register.
3. Apologies:
From John Fitzgerald as well as those recorded in the
Attendance Register.
4. Confirmation of the May general meeting minutes:
J.Ingram moved that the minutes as recorded in the
Review be accepted as a true and correct record of the
May meeting, seconded by Bill Hicks and carried.
5. Business arising:

6. Treasurers report:
J.Correll presented her report, tabled it then
moved that her report be accepted,
seconded by R.Duns and carried.
7. Correspondence:

Thanks in anticipation of your cooperation.
Mike Osborne
HELP! If you know anything of a an A MURRAY who
paid $35 to the Treasurer in APRIL THIS YEAR,
WOULD PLEASE CONTACT THE EDITOR ASAP
PLEASE.

a. The Chrysler Collector.
b. The Vintage Bulletin
c. Tappet Chatter

Emails: a. CSM Steel
b. Galley’s Meeting House
c. Several inter club emails
d. Gordon Pendlebury - more in
the next Review

It has to be stressed that if you have a vehicle on the CHRS
via MAPS and do not pay your subs before the due date of
July 1st, you cannot legally use your historic car until payment is made.
Furthermore, after 45 days from the due date, the Registrar is 8. Business arising:
notified of any unfinancial members with vehicles on the
CHRS scheme via MAPS.
Along with countless other club officials, the MAPS officers
are obliged to carry out the work, so as to provide the benefits of the rego scheme to members. With over 110 subscriptions and 150 vehicles on the books, plus the new inspections, the task has got harder.

Committee nomination forms are available f
rom the secretary. Committee meeting 20th J
June @ 9.30 at the Club Rooms.

9. Events:

e. Wayne Brereton – metal art
f. Garry O’Callighan – enquiry
about club membership
b. Possible future event eating place –
passed on to the events coordinator
c. Safe food handling – to be agenda item for
the next committee meeting.
Shirley Rose reviewed the Chook Run, 58
people present.
June 21st David Lutze’s museum – Rego
day at Maitland – lunch at the Yorke Valley
July 2nd General meeting followed by the
AGM
12th Handover Luncheon at Ardrossan
Aug 23rd 30th Birthday Luncheon at
Ardrossan
Sep 1st
30th

Old Car Day Run to Bethany
Moonta Museum and train ride

10. General Business: No further business.
11. Raffle: There were 3 raffle winners
12. Meeting closed: The Chairman closed the meeting at 8.22pm then
handed over to Arlene Mack who spoke on ship cruises.
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HOLDEN EXPERT BATTLES ON…..
Hi,
I am contacting your club to inform you of a service I offer to Holden
owners. Maybe some of your members own EK, EJ and EH
Holdens that these Damper plates are fitted to. I have since 1964
been involved in reconditioned and supplying exchange Holden
Hydramatic transmission damper plates as well as the torus
assemblies that the damper plate mates to. I also re-weld and build
up worn teeth on flywheel ring gears and recut the teeth ( stronger
than they were originally) I offer this service for all types of vehicles
and ring gears. With these damper plates I replace the worn centre
splined hub with a hardened one that I make myself; I fit heavy duty
friction pads and heavy duty springs I also build up any worn
surfaces on the plates themselves. They are guaranteed for a
period of twelve months however since I downsized and have been
repairing these myself I have not had one come back as faulty in the
last seventeen years. Originally I had a machine shop in Parramatta
which was dedicated to repairing all automatic transmission
components as well as supplying converters and transmission parts.
I closed this business down in 1997 and re-established myself here
in the Blue Mountains as a sole trader.
Why am I contacting you? I have been repairing these components
as I said since 1964 but unfortunately lost my home and workshop
in the bushfires that swept through the Blue Mountains in October
2013. I have just in the last two weeks rebuilt my workshop and am
now able to repair these components once more. As you can
appreciate the income from my business has been zero over the
last 18 months and I need to re-establish myself once again.
I believe that I am the only one in Australia reconditioning these
components and at the age of 66 I am unsure how much longer I
will be involved in this field. Please feel free to contact me on
gpendlebury@pnc.com.au or by mobile 0411391677.
Regards,
Gordon Pendlebury.
PS Photo is a picture taken 5 days after the fire destroyed my
workshop, it shows me reconditioning a customers planetary
assembly, I repair many different components including Holden
Powerglide stator splines, Jaguar drive plates, planetary assemblies
out of a multitude of vehicles, resleeve housings, repair worn
bushes etc.

Mad Max 4- the ultimate car show.

“Where must we go as we cover the waste lands in search of ourselves? “
In 1982 almost by accident I saw the film Mad Max 2. I walked in not
expecting much, but I was blown away by this high octane action
Australian drama. The visual impact thrilled and excited me so much that
immediately I had to track down the first movie to see where it all began. In
those days before DVDs and video shops I had to wait to see a re-run in a
picture theatre some time much later. I judged the first as good- very good
but not as innovating or outstandingly explicate an art-form as the second.
It established the plot with more dialogue in the script, resulting in the
normal fair dished up by the usual noir, alas with a semblance of the
extraordinary. However Mad Max 2 hit me right between the eyes, with its
powerful graphics—I was gobsmacked by its pure abstract artistic
surrealism created by the genius directorship and producer team of
Kennedy | Miller. The costumes, characters, funky cars and bikes, plus
spectacular visual stunts were eye candy to behold for any natural revhead and art lover. This creation was so futuristic and beyond imagination.
It set new standards in film making.
The film was a great influence and inspiration to me at the time. Not that I
compared my-self to any of the outrageous characters in the film, but when
I rode my high powered motorcycles in the nineteen eighties, I would
increase the adrenalin rush that little bit extra by going faster to hear the
sound of the tormented wrung out wail of my 1000cc high performance
engine in full song—just as I heard those crazy gas jockeys doing it in that
film.
It must have been at least another 8 years before they released the much
awaited trilogy – Beyond thunder drome. I made a special trip to Adelaide
to see the premier. It was good – it had its moments but it got hopelessly
lost and boring as the script meandered into the lost children part.Children- Schmildren!
I could not believe it when I heard about the fourth due out for screening in
2015. No Mel Gibson--what’s it going to like? I’ll see it anyway, when you
are a devotee you must keep the faith . Then the rave reviews came out. I
then had no doubts. I saw it- I loved it!
Of cause the theme is retained. Nihilistic gangs rule a desert wasteland
citadel savagely guarding the precious limited supplies of water and fuel
from the hordes of survivors of a apocalypse desert world of the future.
The ingenious fabrication from junk into machines, make cars, bikes and
weapons quite confronting and staggering .This amazing imagination
transforms the film from ordinary to extraordinary . This along with the
demented warlords and their peculiar tags like Corpus Colossus, Mortem
Magnum, The Ayatollah of Kalmania -the king of rock and roll-ania - who’s
arch enemy is Max Rockastansky.---- “ You want to get out of here- you
talk to me.” It is one epic long crazy car chase from go to woe. And what a
chase it is…. Those wacky bizarre cars and bikes, costumes, stunts.
Blended with edgy gripping music and sound effects- I found myself
clasping the arm rests of the theatre seats like a vice.
And no- it would not be a complete car movie without the once ubiquitous
Beetle being present, albeit the back half of a body shell attached to the
tank of an armoured semi –trailer.
Too abbreviate the ratings here is a list…
Music score, action stunts, cast, lead actors, supporting actors, excitement,
set ,scenes ,props ,costumes, suspense, special effects ,drama ,artistic
design ,originality, makeup, cinematography, film noir…….
Scrip, plot , dialogue…… X---- Who needs these in an action film anyway?
Funnilly two old gray haired biddies bought tickets and went into the
cinema before me. I sniggered to myself .What the….! How would they be
suited to this genre .I asked them after what they thought? “ Yeah –goodwe liked it.” They chorused . With respect I mused under my breath—“
They would probably also like “ The Three Stooges go to the Moon.” So
what I’m a gray haired old coote too!
Perhaps also it is time for another iconic car movie to make sequel
number 4 . Herbie # 3 stared the hot Lindsey Lohan. Could we possibly
get smoldering sexy leads Charlize Theron ( Furiosa ) and Tom Hardy
( Mad Max) on board, to make the cross over ( from brute to cute) for the
next Herbie movie.
Bronte.
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LIFE WITH A STAG
Well, I reckon it’s about five months since the black Triumph Stag
arrived. Due to other jobs and events, the latest addition has not
had much in the way of an airing. However, couple of outings
showed the car to be smooth and pleasant to drive. All those
remarks about the V8 engine and its inherent problems did mean I
looked carefully at water leaks. Having sorted out a new exhaust, a
leaking auto gearbox banjo bolt and power steering hoses, I was
somewhat dismayed to note coolant lying in the valley between the
cylinder heads. Fearing the worst, I got Richard Duns to look at the
car, having already costed up gaskets and all manner of parts. Yes,
I thought I’d tightened up all the hose clips, but not the one that
mattered! That was soon sorted by the professionals!
However, the wiring had some gremlins and these were breeding,
due to a lack of decent earths. A lot of time later and I have them
nearly all sorted apart from a courtesy light switch. In the meantime,
I’ve renewed bushes in the steering column and fitted some new
switches.
So, how do these cars shape up with their contemporaries?
Perhaps the Mercedes Benz 280-450SL, Peugeot 504 Coupe and
Datsun Z models would be good comparisons? The Peugeot is a
lovely car, but rare and prone to rust, even more so in its Farina
body panels. With a V6 motor used in the Peugeot 604, Volvo 164
and some Citroens, it goes well, but finding one in Australia at a
price of a Stag is a wish too far. The Merc? Yes, had one for awhile.
Well built and not called Panzer Wagons without good reason. Get
lucky and get a good one and you might well be happy. The down
side I noted was the steering not being rack and pinion and not up
to the Stag’s precision. Both the Stag and some SLs share a
weakness in the timing chain area. Then think of what it might cost
you and some parts are pricey to say the least. Look how many
cheap Mercs are about. Datsun Z series and other Japanese
models will find more favour as the years pass, and I suspect will
prove to be more widely sought after. About 25000 Stags were
made, with the auto version being the more common. Small
numbers compared to the German and Japanese options. You
pays your and you take your choice!
Back to the Stag– great to drive, usable and quirky. Some might
buy for the exhaust note alone! OK, the build quality is not up to the
Benz, but the positives make up for that in other areas– great
support from the various Triumph and Stag clubs and forums,
allowing you to share your problems with others. Better still,,
companies such as Rimmer Bros. in the UK where you can get
pretty well anything in a matter of days and at a price which does
not make your eyes water. In the Merc’s favour is the quality and a
hardtop which is more easily removed .

…
CRUISE FOCUS
For our June meeting we had the pleasure of Arlene Mack's
presentation on the world of cruising– by ship as opposed to our
cars. As someone who has never had a cruise, I found the
presentation most interesting and certainly looked twice at some of
the options, particularly the Round Australia and Tasmania itineries.
Others found the European river cruises very interesting. Arlen
shed light on the various cabin options and the best locations, as
well as providing advice on the matter of mal de mer AKA sea
sickness.
Arlene comes highly recommended, with a string of awards and a
career with leading companies
Various literature was distributed and a generous range of gifts
were distributed by way of lucky draw. The wines were certainly
above the norm, coming as they did from some exclusive
vineyards.
We were fortunate to have Arlen stay with us at Ardrossan
overnight and enjoyed her company greatly, especially as we share
a meal with her at the Yorke Valley Hotel before the meeting and a
bottle of merlot after we were back at Ardrossan.
Highly recommended both as regards a meeting speaker and for
the service she offers. Well done to Graham and Margaret
Klingberg for inviting her.
If anyone would like more details on Arlene’s service, I do have
some details, with other information available on her website
www.cruisefocus.com.au
Mike O

PRENUPTIAL AGREEMENT SENIOR STYLE
An elderly couple in their 70's were about to get
married.
She said: I want to keep my house.
He said: That's fine with me.
She said: I want to keep my Mercedes.
He said: That's fine with me.
She said: I want to have sex 6 times a week.
He said: Put me down for Fridays.
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NOW FOR SOMETHING DIFFERENTOK, SO WE”VE SEEN WOODIE WAGONS, & HEARSES
So what about classic horse boxes?
Prompted by the photo in a 1936 edition of UK magazine “Riding”, I
looked around for other vintage/classic horse boxes

Or perhaps a varnished body by a coachbuilder on an Austin , Morris or Bedford chassis might be more suitable with its sideloading
ramp.
But for many, the train took the strain

.

Above- No doubt the Rolls was driven by the chauffeur , with Mrs.
Fotherington– Smythe sipping from her hip flask before they arrived
at the meet of the local hunt.
Below– A Ford horse box might well be the choice of those likely to
travel greater distances.

These days, it’s a float– or a something a little larger perhaps.
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Going clockwise from bottom left;
The Hopkins’ Mark IX Jaguar
Maisie Osborne in John Birrell’s 1923 Gray
Sunbeam Owners dressed to match the car.
The 1937 Vauxhall bought by local Alan Pitchers from the Zwar collection
Ardrossan Gerald Baird said his Celica did not attract a lot of attention–
apity as he’s done a great restoration job.
Someone loved their smart Centura.
One of a group of Jensens on display
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405 Four Door

Bristol Technical Afternoon Sausage & Vegetable
Kebab Sizzle at the Sports Car Centre, Kent Town.
Saturday 13th June.

A.C. Aceca-Bristol

Above 401 and below– 409 up in the air!

It’s over 6 years since we bought the Bristol 409 from Emerald
in Victoria and whilst the car has done various events far and
wide, it seems that we have not taken advantage of such a
comfortable car. Now we have the tyres all sorted out, it seems
only right to use the car more, especially as the interior not
only looks good, but is comfortable.
I was pleased some time ago to hear from SA Bristol owner,
Peter Forrester and he has been looking to get more SA Bristol
owners involved in events. As a result Coobowie and the SYP
will see a group of these rare cars visiting in September. Prior
to that, Peter organised a most enjoyable “technical afternoon”
at the Sports Car Centre in Kent Town with owner Evan, a most
welcoming host. Evan owns a 1963 Ford Thunderbird and an
immaculate Jaguar E type FHC.
About twenty people arrived in a wide range of cars with the
Bristol marque represented by 400, 401, 405 and our 409.
The Bristol powered AC Aceca of Ozzie Osman was a most
welcome addition. Of the 400 and 401 models present, all had
been on long term ownership from their original export to Australia. They seem to get handed down from generation to generation, like a family heirloom.
Our car was one of three able to go on the hoist enabling us to
have a good look underneath with the guidance of Evan. Prior
to this we enjoyed the sausages and veggie kebabs so ably
prepared by some great cooks. The cakes went down well too!
Our thanks to all those who made it a most worthwhile trip.
Only the highway robbery from some of the petrol stations on
the journey down detracted from the day. Government fuel
watch dog? It’s a joke.
Mike O
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Aged Tyres - Beware Your Spare
There is some evidence to suggest that aged tyres have an increased likelihood of failure due to exposure to the environment. Ideally
tyres should be kept in a cool, dry environment out of direct sunlight and away from electric motors or other sources of ozone. If these
conditions are not met a tyre may have an increased chance of failure. It is for this reason that Bridgestone recommend including full size
spare tyres in the rotation schedule.
How do I tell the age of a tyre?
All tyres are produced with a serial Tyre Identification Number (or serial TIN) that shows the date of manufacture of a tyre (See Figure 1&2
below). The last three digits (for tyres made pre 2000) or four digits (for post 2000 tyres) of the serial TIN indicate the week and year that
the tyre was made. For example, Figure 1 below shows a tyre made in the 37th week of 1995 and Figure 2 shows a tyre made in the 12th
week of 2004. Also a tyre made in the 1990's can be distinguished from a tyre made in the 1980's due to a triangular indentation after the
last number which is not present on 1980's tyres.

How old is too old?
This is a subject of much debate within the tyre industry and no tyre expert can tell exactly how long a tyre will last. However, on the
results of experience many tyre companies, including Bridgestone, warrant their tyres against manufacturing and material defects for five
years from the date of manufacture. Based on their understanding a number of vehicle manufacturers are now advising against the use of
tyres that are more than six years old due to the effects of ageing.
Tyre Ageing Mechanism
There are three main mechanisms of tyre ageing. The first involves rubber becoming more brittle. Sulphur is used to link rubber molecules
together during vulcanisation with the application of heat and pressure, giving the rubber its useful elastic properties and strength. As the
tyre absorbs energy in the form of light, heat or movement the tyre continues to vulcanise. This ongoing vulcanisation causes the rubber to
become stiffer and more brittle.
The second mechanism of tyre ageing is oxidation involving oxygen and ozone from the air compromising the strength and elasticity of the
rubber and the integrity of the rubber to steel bond. Basically heat and oxygen cause cross linking between polymer chains (causing the
rubber to harden) and scission of polymer chains (leading to reduced elasticity).
Thirdly, breakdown of the rubber to steel-belt bond will occur due to water permeating through a tyre and bonding with the brass plate
coating on steel belts. This causes the steel to rubber bond to weaken leading to reduced tyre strength and reduced heat resistance. If
compressed air used for inflation is not completely dry, tyre strength will be affected over time. Even unused tyres will become more brittle,
weaker and less elastic with exposure to water, air, heat and sunlight.
Warning signs
Regardless of their age tyres should be replaced if they show significant crazing or cracking in the tread grooves or sidewall (Figure 3&4)
and or bulging of the tread face or sidewall. All tyres, especially unused spare tyres, should be inspected periodically to determine their
suitability for service. If there is any question about a tyre's suitability please consult your local Bridgestone Tyre Centre expert.
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MAPS EVENTS CALENDAR 2014-15.
GENERAL MEETINGS- 8pm FIRST THURSDAY OF THE MONTH EXCEPT JANUARY
VENUE- CHATT CENTRE, MAITLAND. Light refreshments served
EVENT DATE

VENUE/AREA

CONTACT FOR
FURTHER DETAILS

DETAILS

NEW
June 21st

David Lutze’s collection at
Ardrossan & lunch at Yorke Valley
Hotel.
LOG BOOKS & SUBS CAN BE
PROCESSED AT MAPS CLUB
ROOM FROM 12.30 PM

Bronte
Giesecke
88253008

Meet 11AM at David Lutze’s house opposite RSL
Ardrossan. Lunch at Yorke Valley Hotel Maitland
12.30 PM for 1PM. Menu– off the board or for $20
Beef schnitzel-Butter fish- Lamb roast-dessert- Apple crumble or New York baked cheesecake.
Indication of those attending to Bronte at June
meeting, or phone

Note date change

July 2nd

AGM 8 PM

July 12th

Sept 1st

Handover BBQ Lunch at the Hall’s,
Ardrossan.
MAPS 30th Birthday Luncheon at
the Ardrossan Bowling Club
Old Car Day Run to Bethany

Sept 20th

Moonta Museum & Train Run

Sept 30th Weds

Motorfest Cruising Classics event
visiting Balaklava
Coobowie - Wilkins Walk

August 23rd

Oct 18th Sunday
Nov 5th

2016 EVENTS

Club supplies the meats, BYO salad &sweets
Vonny Hill/Lyn
Clerke

$20 per head, 2 courses, Tickets to be prepaid

BYO Picnic Lunch
Osbornes
Wiltons &
Wilkins

SEEN NOTE BELOW

General Meeting with Don Loffler
as guest speaker
March—Moonta Show’n Shine—MAPS Club
Stand

COOBOWIE CAMPOUT WEEKEND OCTOBER 16TH TO 18TH
THIS WILL BE NOW OFFICIALLY BE A DAY EVENT ONLY,
DUE TO THE LACK OF CABINS FOR THE WEEKEND. PREVOUS PARK MANAGERS DOUBLED BOOKED OUR
CONFIRMED CABINS, PUTTING ON A LATER DATE.
HOWEVER POWERED SITES ARE AVAILABLE AND SEVERAL MEMBERS ARE STILL MAKING A WEEKEND OF IT.
IF YOU FANCY A WEEKEND AWAY, MAKE YOUR BOOKING WITH THE NEW PARK MANAGERS , LISA AND KEN WHO
ARE TRYING TO MAKE AMENDS FOR THE MIX UP.
BOOKINGS ON 88528 232 OR coobpark@netyp.com
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MAITLAND AUTO PRESERVATION SOCIETY INC P.O. BOX 86, MAITLAND, S.A. 5573,
ELECTED OFFICE BEARERS for 2014-2015
PRESIDENT:
TREVOR CLERKE
08 88 537 191 tnclerke@picknowl.com.au
VICE PRESIDENT:
BRONTE GIESECKE
08 88 253 008 michelegiesecke@bigpond.com
SECRETARY :
JOE INGRAM
08 88 373 126 ingram.jnb@fernleigh.biz
TREASURER
JOAN CORRELL
08 88 532 004 joanc@netyp.com.au
COMMITTEE MEMBERS
TREVOR BEAN
0476105205tandjbean@gmail.com
GRAHAM KLINGBERG 88233715/0417 804331 grah.marg.klingberg@gmail.com
ERICA ANDREWS
08 8825 3287 (H) ha.ej.andrews@bigpond.com
MIKE OSBORNE
08 88373158 ozbornes@internode.on.net
GEOFFREY DAVEY
08 88521 741 geoffrey.davey3&bigpond.com
MARY OSBORNE
08 88373158 ozbornes@internode.on.net
REGO OFFICER & AUTHORISED PERSON KEITH PENHALL
08 88 232 999/0417 865697
xaxr@bigpond.com
AUTHORISED PERSONS
EDITOR/PUBLIC OFFICER:
EVENTS COORDINATOR
MINUTES SECRETARY
PUBLICITY & ASSISTANT EDITOR:
PATRONS:
LIFE MEMBERS:

ROD NIXON 08 88322 691 (B), TREVOR CLERKE 08 88537 191(H)
MIKE OSBORNE
08 88 373158 ozbornes@internode.on.net
BRONTE GIESECKE
08 88 253 008 giesecke@internode.on.net
----------------------------JIM SEWELL
08 88 373 826
DON & SHIRLEY ROSE 08 88 252 841
RON BRIGGS+, LOIS BRIGGS, KEN HEINRICH, HOWARD HEARD +
DON ROSE, SHIRLEY ROSE
GENERAL MEETINGS ARE HELD THE FIRST THURSDAY OF EACH MONTH, EXCEPT JANUARY. 8PM AT THE CHATT CENTRE,
ROBERT ST. MAITLAND. VISITORS & GUESTS WELCOME

INVITATION EVENTS 2014
These are events which might appeal to members. If you see or hear of similar events, please let the editor know and they can be added
to the list. The Federation’s web site is the place to look for many more. http://www.fhmcsa.org.au/
2015
August
Organised by members of the Bordertown, Naracoorte' Kingston and Meningie Clubs.
Details as they come to hand
September
Two Bridges Rally at Murray Bridge. Meet up with a great group of people from Friday night until
midday Sunday
Sept
13th
Gawler Swap Meet
Sept
19/20th
Bristol Owners Club YP Tour based at Coobowie
Sept
Bay to Birdwood & 2015 Motorfest Classic
Nov
8th
Rootes Clubs Day
SWAP MEETS go to http://www.bevenyoung.com.au/car.htm
2016
Jan
16/17th
Milang Vintage Machinery Club 20th Rally
Oct
Triumph Sports Owners Association 2016 National Rally
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EARLY WARNING
OF
EVENTS ON THE
RADAR
A SELECTION OF
INVITATIONEVENTS

Old Car Day Gathering
Tuesday September 1st 2015.
Bethany Reserve; Bethany Road, Bethany
12.30pm BYO Lunch
The first day of Spring, September 1st is promoted by
the Federation of Historic Motor Vehicles SA as
“Drive It Day” in SA. You are encouraged to take
your historic vehicles out so that the public can see
them. Take them to work, take them shopping, go for a
drive, organise a run.
You are invited to join us at Bethany Reserve; Bethany Road,
Bethany at around 12.30pm on Tuesday
September 1st 2015.
The Gawler Club has organised runs to Bethany starting as
follows:
Fremont Park, Elizabeth
TAFE Car Park, Gawler
These runs meet at 9.00 am for 9.30 am start. It is all very
informal, BYO lunch, toilets and a large shelter are available,
but we suggest that you bring chairs.
It is a great opportunity to mix informally and share our hobby. So, come along
( MAPS will probably organise a run from the YP for those
interested, as in previous years)

MILANG VINTAGE MACHINERY CLUB
INVITES YOU ON TO THE MILANG OVAL ON
16th & 17TH JANUARY 2016
TO CELEBRATE OUR 20th YESTERDAY POWER RALLY
ITEMS FEATURED THIS YEAR ARE
INTERNATIONAL TRUCKS & TRACTORS
ALLEN ENGINES & MACHINERY – NORTON MOTORCYCLES
VOLKSWAGEN CARS & LIGHT COMMERCIALS
A LARGE RANGE OF PRE 1979 VEHICLES & MEMORABILIA
WILL BE ON DISPLAY WITH SOME LATER VEHICLES
WARTIME EQUIPMENT, FIRE ENGINES AND EARTH MOVING
EQUIPMENT WILL BE ON SHOW
FOOD, DRINKS AND VARIOUS STALLS ON THE GROUNDS
PRE 1973 TRACTOR PULL DEMONSTRATION
ADMISSION $5.00 PER PERSON UNDER 16 YEARS FREE
SAT.NIGHT DINNER AVAILABLE
VINTAGE CHAIN SAW DEMONSTRATION
WORKING MODEL RAILWAY LAYOUT
CONTACT COLIN ( 0428526659 OR ROGER ( 0413616834
E-Mail almanaccd@hotmail.com
REMEMBER THE FILM, “THE ITALIAN JOB”?

If so, you may recall that early on the film, a Lamborghini Muira
Miura was a classy sight to the first viewers of The Italian Job, but
unfortunately it didn't get that much screen time. Destroyed in a
tunnel by the mob's Caterpillar, it was unceremoniously pushed
down the mountainside. Special effects crew member, Ken Morris,
remembered that they went to retrieve the Miura the next day, but it
The National Motor Museum, Birdwood
had disappeared. They looked everywhere for it, but they never
50th Anniversary in 2015: Activities
found it. He concluded that someone must have seen them throw it
Sunday 27 September Bay to Birdwood Classic
down the mountain and launched a midnight expedition to retrieve
We are aiming to break a world record to celebrate the 50th
it. However the car which went into the tunnel was NOT the dumped
anniversary of the Museum
car. i.e they used a good car and a write off shell The fate of the
Saturday 31 October Take Your Tops Off
good car has been a puzzle for may years, but according to the
An event for lovers of convertibles, supporting Breast Cancer
magazine, “Octane”, it is thought the in tact car is now in France.
Research.
Get a look at the Octane magazine– lots of high end stuff, but plenty
Sunday 22 November All-day Birthday Bash
of editorial and a great read. Mike O
To celebrate the Museum’s official opening by Sir Thomas
Playford 50 years ago.
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FOR SALE1979 CHRYSLER VALIANT SEDAN.

TAIL END SNIPPETS

Ashley Farrow are in the US and Mexico. Latest update-at
Was on CHRS. a Corvette show at Fort Collings, Colorado.

Bought as
project car
but age and
health
stopped
restoration.

CLUB MEMORABILIA
The club has small range of memorabilia availableMetal Car Badges
Stick badges
Mugs
Jackets and shirts.

4.3 6 cylinder motor.

I hope to be able to provide pricing of these in the next
Complete and motor was running. Realistic offers issue, but perhaps there’s someone out there who would
be willing to take the management of this area on.

around $1500. Contact Barry or Doris Tapscott.
Pt Clinton 88377043.
Editor has more photos to email if required.

WANTED– A SECRETARY
Our current
Secretary
will not be
standing for
the position
at the July
AGM.
Nominations
are needed
as this is a
role which
can not remain vacant . Anyone got this young
lady’s phone number? Got your attention didn’t
it?

FROM; MAITLAND AUTO PRESERVATION SOCIETY, P.O. BOX 86, MAITLAND S.A.5573.

